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ABSTRACT:
The objective of this project is to monitor the flood
situation & send alert in case of danger in the form of
text message. The main objective of this project is to
detect rising water level in a river at a reasonable
distance from the rail track/ roadways and intimate that
to the respective authorities through SMS, to take
appropriate action. Floods lead to a vast loss of life and
property in many countries. But in developing countries
the lack of proper technology leads to more loss of life
and property due to flood. This is due to lack of flood
detection systems.Our project solves problem by
implementing an early flood detection mechanism.In this
project we will connect water level sensors at different
levels. Electrodes will be interfaced with µC . GSM
modem containing a SIM card will be connected to µC.
At the other end mobile will be used. Mobile number of
user will be stored in µC coding. Whenever water level
reaches to maximum level, Sms will be sent to the
registered mobile number.

The economic losses to homes and personal property, to
crops, business facilities and utilities are major
manifestations of flood losses. India is highly vulnerable
to floods.

And the requirement for development and installation of
enhanced flood forecasting sites in various commonly
flooding regions has become important. In this paper, we
describe the design and implementation of a sensor-
based embedded system for flood management. The
project is mainly concerned on how the data of the flood
is being used and analysed for future forecasting. The
Embedded system acquires many types of electronic
devices such as GSM, Level sensor and many other to be
deployed at remote locations, wherever mobile network
is available.

INTRODUCTION

Flooding affects people in many different ways.
Property is damaged, and lives of humans and
animals are endangered. Rapid water runoff causes
soil erosion and concomitant sediment deposition
elsewhere (such as further downstream or down a
coast). The spawning grounds for fish and other

wildlife habitats can become polluted or completely
destroyed. Some prolonged high floods can delay
traffic in areas which lack elevated roadways.
Floods can interfere with drainage and economic
use of lands, such as interfering with farming.
Structural damage can occur in bridge abutments,
bank lines, sewer lines, and other structures within
flood-ways. Waterway navigation and hydroelectric
power are often impaired. Financial losses due to
floods are typically millions of dollars each year,
with the worst flood  . Floods are caused by many
factors (or a combination of any of these): heavy
rainfall, highly accelerated snowmelt, severe winds
over water, unusual high tides, tsunamis, or failure
of dams, levees, retention ponds, or other structures
that retained the water.

Figure 1: shows the image of the flood india
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Figure 2: More than 5700 people presumed dead in
the Uttrakhand Floods

Rivers, especially big ones, can cause a lot of
mayhem. When they flood, they destroy
livelihoods, cause economic damage and kill
people. It’s no surprise then that humans, being the
clever creatures that we are, try and stop rivers from
flooding using whatever resources we have.
Unfortunately, rivers, like most things in nature, are
powerful and unpredictable. Stopping rivers from
flooding full stop isn’t possible. For years, flooded
roads have been a problem in Metro manila.it
causes heavy flow of traffic. When traffic
happened, people’s money, time and effort are
wasted. . For this reason, the “Arduino Flood
Detector System” is been developed, to help the
road user to avoid this problem happening. It is
invented based on problem faced by motorists and
commuters when flood occurs. This will avoid the
traffic jam because the users have a time to find a
possible route before they are going to be stuck at
the flood area.

This system will function when the admin activate
the system and when water along the road detected
by distance over ultrasonic sensor. When the flood
occur, the ultrasonic sensor will sent signal to the
microprocessor circuit and the sense water level
will be display in the user interface and it will
automatically send a Short Message Service (SMS)
to those recognized residents and it will continue

update until the water level detected returns to
normal. The process repeats as the water level
continuous to rise. The idea of an SMS based
warning system is proposed because mobile phones
have become a popular communication device
among people all over the world. All mobile phone
are able to communicate because it comprises of a
GSM.

This system is used to detect the current water level
of flood around the road and also around the
railway tracks, tanks and rivers in the rural areas
and it will give real-time information to the
motorists or commuters that has still not passing
through the flooded areas to avoid problem.

The objective of this project is to design a circuit
and create a programming code using the arduino
using GSM Mobile in transmitting the data from
one place to another place. Level of the flood where
the system sensor is located also will be reviewed as
the aim of this project.

LITERATURE REVIEW:
Researchers and engineers in the world have taken
various approaches to the design of a flood
management system. since in our case, we use
wireless electronic gages, with a wireless
communication module capable of transmitting
acquired data to our flood management dedicated
server through a custom data queue service.This not
only helps reduce the cost of implementation, but
also enhances maintainability due to the low power
requirement of on-field sensor module. Through,
this approach allows the sensors to be deployed at
any desired location, the system developed in this
project has low power requirements, is more
maintainable, and is extremely low-cost. Our
system does not follow a multi-tiered approach
which should lead to lower latency, and requires
lesser resources.

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
The main objective of this project is to develop and
design a flood detection system that will detect
flood automatically and send data to the registered
mobile number and to using an Arduino.

Specific Objectives:

 To design a circuit and create a programming
code using the microcontroller (arduino).
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 To apply the Serial Communication in
transmitting the data from one place to another
place.

 To detect the current level of the flood where
the system sensor will be divided into  different
levels.

SYSTEM DESIGN
The system design is given in the figure .the flood
parameters like water level,water flow etc.are
measured using the water level sensor. The output
voltage from the sensor is given through the
software which works on it and analysis the water
level by comparing the current water level with the
predefined value and whenever the water level
reaches the maximum or danger level it works to
send the data to the GSM module connected to the
microcontroller and an alaram will start blow as
soon as the level of the water exceeds the maximum
level and before the occurrence of the flood.

Figure 3: Block diagram of the system

The different components of the block diagram or
system design are:

 GSM MODULE
 WATER LEVEL SENSOR
 BUZZER

I. GSM MODULE:

GSM/GPRS module is used to establish
communication between a computer and a GSM-
GPRS system. Global System for Mobile
communication (GSM) is an architecture used for
mobile communication in most of the
countries. Global Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is
an extension of GSM that enables higher data
transmission rate. GSM/GPRS module consists of a
GSM/GPRS modem assembled together with power
supply circuit and communication interfaces (like
RS-232, USB, etc) for computer. GSM/GPRS
MODEM is a class of wireless MODEM devices
that are designed for communication of a computer
with the GSM and GPRS network. It requires aSIM
(Subscriber Identity Module) card just like mobile
phones to activate communication with the network.
Also they have IMEI (International Mobile
Equipment Identity) number similar to mobile
phones for their identification. A GSM/GPRS
MODEM can perform the following operations:

1. Receive, send or delete SMS messages in a
SIM.

2. Read, add, search phonebook entries of the
SIM.

3. Make, Receive, or reject a voice call.

The MODEM needs AT commands, for interacting
with processor or controller, which are
communicated through serial communication.
These commands are sent by the
controller/processor. The MODEM sends back a
result after it receives a command. Different AT
commands supported by the MODEM can be sent
by the processor/controller/computer to interact
with the GSM and GPRS cellular network. It is
compatible with arduino,raspberry pi etc.

Figure 4: GSM MODULE
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II WATER LEVEL SENSOR:
The water level sensor is  used  typically  to
measure the depth or level of the liquid .As water
raises and reaches the highest level it works to send
the message to the GSM. In this project we used
ultrasonic sensor for water level detection.

An Ultrasonic sensor is a device that can measure
the distance to an object by using sound waves. It
measures distance by sending out a sound wave at a
specific frequency and listening for that sound wave
to bounce back. By recording the elapsed time
between the sound wave being generated and the
sound wave bouncing back, it is possible to
calculate the distance between the sonar sensor and
the object. The basic diagram of the ultrasonic
sensor is shown in the figure below.

Figure 5: an ultrasonic sensor

III BUZZER:

A buzzer is a mechanical, electromechanical,
magnetic, electromagnetic, electro-acoustic or
piezoelectric audio signalling device. A piezo
electric buzzer can be driven by an oscillating
electronic circuit or other audio signal source. A
click, beep or ring can indicate that a button has
been pressed

Figure 6:buzzer as an alarm
In this system we applied buzzer which works to
make alarm when the level of water increases to the

maximum level and it starts giving sound giving us
indication that the water level as increased.

FLOW CHART
The water level sensor will be set into several part
standard. The process is begin when the sensor
detect the water level is over the standard level
which same level as the road. The sensor then will
send a signal to the microcontroller via GSM
Mobile to the control centre. The microcontroller is
placed at the receiver place, where it is control the
output of LCD display. If the signal from the water
level sensor is telling that there is flood occurred, it
will activate the GSM Mobile system and LCD
display. If no network is present it will come back
to the initialization phase and will continue as a
loop till it gets network. After we get the network
the sensor reads the water level value and compare
the values and if that value is greater than the
predefined value then it sends the alarm to the
registered mobile number. If the value is less than
the predefined water level value then it get backs to
the sensor reading and the loop continues.The basic
flow chart of the system shownbelow

RESULT:
At the end of the project, this system is complete
and function same as the planning. This project was
designed to reduce traffic congestion in a particular
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area, include making road user to find alternative
road before the stuck in a flooded area. This project
is effective in decreasing the traffic jam in the road
area that affected by flood.

Fig 1

Fig 2

Fig 3

Fig 4

Fig 5

Fig 6

CONCLUSION:
This project EARLY FLOOD DETECTION
SYSTEM is implemented using the GSM module
and the water level sensor. The data is finally been
sent through SMS to the mobile . This system has
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the capability to measure water level information at
multiple locations in user-defined intervals of time
.The hardware developed for this project is a GSM-
based Wireless Sensor Module which consists of an
ATmega328 based arduino Microcontroller Board
along with a wireless GSM/GPRS Modem with an
attached SIM card. A Piezo-Resistive Pressure
Sensor with high liquid pressure measuring
capability was used, so as to be able to measure the
water level at the desired location, where the sensor
module has been placed.

ADVANTAGES:

 The GSM module installed in this system will
give message to the mobile whenever the water
level has increased to the maximum.

 This also helps to relocate people to the other
prior to the occurrence of the flood.

 This system can be installed with less cost.
 It helps in sensing and preventing the flood

before.
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